INTRODUCTION
It was realized in recent years that powerful techniques, that were devised to denoise and regularize various objects such as inIensiIy, color and various vector fields on flat space, need to he generalized to non-flat domains. This is typical in many medical imaging pmcases were the relevant data is attached to a specific tissue such as the colon or the cortex.
Two approaches for regularizing an image on a non-kit snrface "e known. The Beltrami [!9, 20. 22, IO, 181 and the harmonic map 13, 14, 6, 4. 171 hmeworks define, both, the regularization as a gradient descent flow of a geometric functional'. It has been shown, in various works [ 14. I] , that these two functionals are in fact the same. The surface is expressed in the harmonic map formulation in an implicit way and in the Bdtrami framework in an explicit-intrinsic manner. Yet. the denoising flows, obtained h these two formulations. defer because of different formulations of the problem in the two frameworks. We explain in the present study the differences in the formulation of the pwblem and generalize, subsequently, the Beltrami Row to non-fiat manifolds. We generalize, via the variational approach, our previous results [2] where the Beltrami flow was derived for a scalar field defined over a C U N~ and where the derivation was purely geometric. In order to explain the kameworks we have to describe the space in whtch these functionals operate. Many of the problems in 'This work was partly su-lted by the Israel Academy of Science, Minstry of Science, The Adamas Center, the Unwenlty of Tel-Aviv fund for research, the European pmjecr MAPAWAMO, the INRIA Depaltment of the International Relations and the pmgram CEPI-SFERWCONACYT 'For geeometnc mn-vmatiod appmach, see [9] image processing and computer vision are approached by the attachment of a feature space to every point (or pixel in t ! i e discrete setting). The feature spaces in different locations of the image damail are isomorphic. The combined spatial-feature space is called a fiber bundle. The image domain is called the base nianifold and the feature space is called the fiber. If the feahlre space is a vector space then the spatial-feature space is called a vector bundle. The choice of a point in the feature space to any point in the image domain (the base manifold) is called a section.
In the harmonic map formulation the functional evaluates the e m b e d h g of the base manifold in the fiber. The Polyakov action in the Beltrami framework evaluates the embedding of the section in the spatial-feature space (the fiber bundle). We will see below that this mfference leads to different denaising flows.
This article is organized as follows: The Beltrami intrinsic approach is used in Section 2 to derive equations for the denoising of gray value images d e h e d over a flat 2D surfaces. We take in Section 3 the Beltrami formulation of scalar denoising on non-Rat manifold and refomdate it in an implicit form. The derived implicit equation, obtained in section 4, is the gradient descent equation for the functional. Section 5 presents examples and results.
INTRINSIC FORMULATION
Suppose we have a 2-dmensional manifold C with local coorknates U * , U' embedded in an Bdimensional manifold M with coordinates X ' , X z , X 3 , the embedding map X : C -Misgiven explicitly by the 3 functions of 2 variables
~~( U l , U * ) , ,~' ( U ' , U~) ,~3 ( U~, U~) )
A gray-value image l i ( o ' , 0 2 ) is represented. in ibis framework, astheembedding(X' =01,X2 =u2,,Y3 = p U ( u ' : u 2 ) ) . 
Let us formulate the Polyakov action

gay-level image example is
The gradient descent equations, with respect to K 3 hi ow
A.Li
The extension for non-Euclidean embedding space is treated in 119. 20, 21, 22, I I , 181, see also in [24, 23. 51. Note that we didn't specify the metric yet. If we chuose for a metric the first fundamental form of the base, non-flat, manifold then this flow is the intrinsic-explicit analog of the L2 based harmonic map equation 131. Both equations describe a linear operator that acts on the image function U. One major difference between the Beltrami fr'amework and the harmonic map formulation is the way one chooses the metric. In the harmonic map approach it is treated as an a-priori knowledge which is given beforehand. The metric then is constant in time. In the Beltrami framework the metric is a dynamic variable to be lound by minimizing the functional. Carrying out the calculation one finds the niehic to be [19. 201 : where U denotes the intensity level. In the Beltrami framework, therefor, the manifold of interest. and the metric, is taken to be the data surface i.e. the graph of the intensity function. In other words we are interested in the structure of the section ofthe fiber bundle and not in the base manifold. It means that the metric itself depends on the data. This is the way non-linearities are introduced in the flow.
This choice of the induced metric gives a simplc geometric meaning IO the functional as well. It becomes simply the volume of the section (area or length far the two-and one-dimensional cases). It is important for the study below b have the explicit form of the functional for flat domains in the scalar case:
where is the ratio between the distances taken in the spatial and intensity directions. Note that this functional was obtained in the *-formulation 18, 121 and it is also equivalent. in the limit D -m.
The gradient descent flow is
SCALAR FIELD OK IMPLICIT MANIFOLDS
We treat here the case where we have an n-Dimensional manifold on which a scalarquantity is defined. We describe the manifold by thezerole,,~lofafUnctiononIR"+'spacei.e. Q(z1.. . . ,."+I) = 0 and we extend the scalar data to W+' as well by the hnction U ( z 1 , . . . ,zn+l). The data manifold is described then as a n nDimensional manifold embedded in RnfZ given by the interseclionofthe hvoimplicit(n+l)Dhypelplanes: XI,.. . .z..+~) = 0 and "(zi,. . . , zn+i) = Z,~+Z -@U(zi,. . . ,zn+i) = 0. Note that P does not depend on zn .+z. This is not the most general form because, by the Nash theorem, it is not always true that one can represent an n-Dimensional manifold as a zero set of a fuiction in (n+l) Euclidean space. Nevertheless it is trne for 2d surfaces that we treat below, and for most cases of interest in computer vision and computer graphics. We define the R"+' gradient D and the R"+' gradient V. The fuictional is simply the volume of this n-Dimensional manifold. Note however that this is the data manilold and not the fixed undcrlying manifold described by e.
We have shown hi [I] that the volume ofthe fiber section can be written as: V = / 6 ! 9 ) 6 (~) l l D Q l l l l~~r D~l l d~~~~d : a~+ z , = 1+PzIIPorvUl12~f.
(6)
Usingalsothe factthatI/DPII = 11V911 weseethattheintegand in Eq. ( 5 ) does NOT depend on zn+z and therefor we can do the integration over this variable trivially:
dz,+l (7)
The equation of motion is derived now by a (modified) gadient descent equation This is the direct generalization of the flow Eq. (4) that we obtained in the previous section for a scalar data field defmed over a flat domain.
EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
In this section, we first give some implementation details and then illustrate the capabilities of the approach we have developed to regularize noisy signals and images defined on implicit curves and surfaces. Various experimental results have been carried out, but due to space limitations, we just give sonie figures for illustmtions.
Implementing the regularization 01 scalar fields on snrfaces
We compute the value ofukjik, the value of U in the pixel ( i , j , k) at the nth iteration, based on the values of U%-' at the iieighhring pixels. First, we compute the vector N N VP (this is needed only once). by central differences. Then, for each iteration 7 1 . we visit all pixels to compute: -The gradient. its projection. and g.
I -862
The divergence.
The actualization of u.
For the gradient $,i,k we used backward differences, its projection on the surface, and 9-
where square brackets represent the component of the vector. To compute the divergence, we use backward differences,
We switch fonvkd differences and backward differences to avoid numerical problems. Finally. the flow implementation is:
We use a time step 2, adjusted accordingly to section 3.3.
The code is made in C++ using the libraries developed in our lab. For the visualization. we used the marching cubes algorithm [ 131 to obtain a triangulation from our implicit representation of the surface, and draw' the data on this surface.' This was made using VTK.
Examples
We present in this subsection few figures that illustrate the regularization of noisy data on various implicitly defined c w e s and surfaces. The results are given with various values of the parameter 8. Note how the regularization of the data is done isotropically or anisotropically depending on the value ofthis parameter.
For the Ella photograph defined in a solid that looks &e a quadratic, the image is much bigger (2744000 pixels). "he time to compute 20 iterations was almost 3.5 minutes in a 386 sun, 260 MB in RAM. We can see that in strongly noised images like these, where anisotropic regularization treat some noise as part of the image discontinuities (the poi~its under the lefl eye, for example) the regularization with /3 = 0.1 perfonns better.
Original noisy image /3 = 0 (Isotropic diffusion) U = 0.1 and detail
Anisotronic diffusion and detail
Finally, for a slice h m a cortex with dimensions (76xIOOx52), it bok less than 2 minutes to compute these results.
Original noisy image
S. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have first clarified the link tllat exists between the the intrinsic Polyakov action of the Beltrami framework and the implicit harmonic energy Functional . It is fonnd that although the frwctionals are basically the same, there are difterences in the way various problems are formulated and consequently in the way the functionals are applied. We used the geometrical understanding of the flat Beltrami flow and generalized it to a demising flow over implicitly defined curves and surfaces. It is shown that this flow depends on p which encodes the ratio between the data and spatial units. This paraineter controls the edge-preserving characteristic of the Raw. The
Beltrami flow was shown in [2] to act as the linear diffusion (Lznorm) in the limit 4 + 0 and to the strongly edge preserving diffusion (LI-norm) in the limit 0 -00 (up to time scaling).
T h s work opens interesting perspectives h some i m p o m t applications such as the inverse EEG-MEG problem. See for instance the work presented in [7] where the authors are interested by localizing cortex activity from EEGiMEG measurenients. The PDE associated to the inverse problem includes a regularization term on the implicitly defined surface of the cortex. It could certainly be of interest to apply the implicit Beltraini tlaw, we developed, to regulaiize such data defmed on implicit cortex surSace. It will also he of great interest to compare our result to the methods developed io regularize data dehied on triangulated surfaces. We refer the interested reader to our incoming research report where the intrinsic Sonnulation and the derivation o f the implicit Beltraini flow from a variational and geometrical points of view are presented (see [l] for details).
